JULIA  DMITRIYEVNA
and ruined his health, how later his true value had been
acknowledged and his practice had grown, how he had
built himself a comfortable nest, and his late mother—
God be her judge, as they say—had never looked after
him but kept running out of the comfortable nest to
waste his hard-earned money on card games, and he had
always really been very lonely, very. ...
"I hope/5 he said one day, "that my loneliness will not
be for ever. I am almost certain that it will soon end."
Her heart trembled at that empty phrase. ... And
when another day it came into his head to describe his
apartment and even draw a plan of it, she thought:
perhaps I am destined to live in that apartment?
She could conceal her emotions from everybody else,
but not from Faina, who had a quick instinct for a
romance even with only trifles of evidence to go on, and
regarded the affair with the utmost benevolence. It was
true that Fa'ina was angry with Suprugov for not paying
any attention to her, and there was no other woman
whom she would have permitted to stand in her path;
but not to stand in the way of Julia Dmitriyevna was
such a humane act that Faina, who liked to pose, now
saw herself as the guardian angel of this love which was
in process of being born. In order not to impede the
course of the romance she began finding every excuse to
leave the compartment when Suprugov visited it, so
there was nobody to disturb Julia Dmitriyevna's talks
with Suprugov when the train was running empty. True,
the compartment door was always open—both of them
were careful of that, and Julia Dmitriyevna first and
foremost. She cherished her reputation.
"I have loved twice in my fife," said Suprugov, "but
love never gave me real happiness,"
The first time he fell in love was as a student. It was at
the start of the New Economic Policy in 1923—every-
body was cold and hungry. Zinochka wore wooden
sandals tied to her feet with straps. Sometimes the strap
would tear in the street and Zinochka would hop on one
leg into a doorway and fix her shoe with a safety-pin*
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